Steve Jaqvaar
“Meanwhile, far away…”
Subways Music presents singer/songwriter Steve Jaqvaar’s
personal album, entitled “Meanwhile, far away…”, in a
first world release.
The record contains songs with a rock/folk/country
influence from the '60s and the '70s (all music and lyrics
written by Steve Jaqvaar), including also a cover of the
traditional folk song "House of the Rising Sun".
This album is a digital release, available worldwide for
download and streaming, exclusively via Subways Music.

Music ians:
Panagiotis Margaris: guitar, arrangements
Steve Jaqvaar: music/lyrics (except track no. 4: “House of the Rising Sun”), vocals, guitar
Dimitris Ikonomakis: electric double bass
Giorgos Katsanos: piano, drums, accordion, percussion, pianika

Contributors:
Recording/mixing/mastering: Vangelis Sapounas - Subway Studio (2003)
Artwork photograph: Pantelis (Imon) Papadaniil
Artwork edit: Anna Eleftherou

Copyright: Sophocles Sapounas - Erateio Odeon

Steve Jaqvaar
Steve Jaqvaar, from the island of Kos (Greece), began to create
songs at the age of four, without realizing that this was a special
gift until he was twelve years old. He decided to become a
professional songwriter, but no one would buy his songs, so he
decided to sing them by himself. He started singing professionally
in 1988 at the age of 16, and recorded his first album (on vinyl) in
1992.
He has mainly worked abroad and has also been the singer of
"Blues Daddies" for the last ten years. The song collection
"Meanwhile, far away ...." is his seventh studio attempt at an
interesting turning point of his life and his musical journey.
Having just returned to Greece after a long time in Europe giving concerts and having other experiences,
but prior to his permanent settlement in Kos, he collaborated with the famous guitarist Panagiotis
Margaris, who revised the orchestrations of most songs, which had been written long time ago.
"Meanwhile, far away…" is actually the first production of Subways Music, though remained unpublished
for many years.
Steve now resides permanently in Kos, where he works as a translator and winemaker, but in the
summertime it is most likely to find him in some bar or hotel of the island performing classic rock songs as
a member of the “Blues Daddies”.
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